
 
 

Cartayna Files for GSXPro – Pack 1 - v1.21 

Changelog 
 EGLL updated to v3.00. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro EDDS Just Sim v1.00 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
36 60         

Medium stands 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
33 34 35 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 61 62 63 
64 71 72 73 74 75     

Heavy stands 
Cargo stands 

100 101 102 103 104 105 106 901 904 902A 
 

 

 

 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 
aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 

 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro EGLL iniScene v3.00 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
    219 355     

Medium stands 
216 217 218L 218R 220 223 224 225 226 309 
311 351 353 357 363 414 416 417 419 420 
421 461 501 502 503 505 506 507 508 509 
511 5121 514 515 519 520 521 522 523 524 
525 526 527 581       

Heavy stands 
211 212 218 221 231 232 233 235 236 237 
239 241 242 423 244 246 247 248 249 251 
252 253 254 255 256 257 258 301 303 305 
307 313 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 
325 326 327 238 329 330 331 332 334 335 
336 340 364 401 402 403 407 408 409 412 
422 423 424 425 429 430 431 432 440 441 
450 452 453 454 455 456 513 516 518 531 
532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 541 542 
543 544 545 546 547 548 551 552 553 554 
558 561 566 567 568 572 573 575 576 582 
583 590 591 5592 594 595 596    

Extra stands 
209 210 213 238 342 365 405 406 410 411 
555 556 557 562 563 564 565    

Cargo stands 
457 457L 457R 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 
608 609 614 615 616      

 

 Updated to v3.0. 
 New pushbacks added at taxiway K. 
 Scenery marking error at stand 237. 
 Stands 600 and 601 are actually 218L and 218R. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 



there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 

 

  
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro EIDW MK Studios v1.12 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
130 133 206 405 622 626     

Medium stands 
107 108L 108R 109L 109R 121 122 123 124 125 
126 127 138L 138R 139L 139R 140L 140R 142L 142R 
200 201 202 205 207 311L 311R 312 313 314 
315 316 318 408L 408R 409L 409R 611L 612L 612R 
614L 614R 616L 616R 624 625     

Heavy stands 
110 111 119 120 137 141 203 400 401 402 
403 404 406 407 613 615     

Cargo stands 
411 412 413 415 416 417 418    

 

 

 

 VDGS changed to T1-A type as in real life. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro EPKK Drzewiecki Design v1.40 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
17          

Medium stands 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 19 

20 21 22 23 24      
Heavy stands 

1 (1L) 3 (3R) 4 (4L)        
Cargo stands 

6 8         
 

 

 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 
aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 

 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 

 



 
  
 

 

 



 
 

 

Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro ESGG Orbx v1.10 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
1 42 48 41A       

Medium stands 
12 15 17 19 20 30 32 34 36 40 
41 44 50 52 54 58 60 62 64 66 
67 68 70 74 76 78     

Heavy stands 
Cargo stands 

9 10 11        
 

 

 This scenery has BGL static jetways. Our configuration is ready for working jetways, just in the case the 
developer includes make them work in a future update. 

 Real life VDGS added, overlapping not working defaults. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 

 



 
  
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro LEPA Just Sim v1.00 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 14 16 

20 22 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 32 
34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 68 88 
90 92 94 96 98 100 101 102 103 104 
105 106 107 108 109 114 115 116 117 118 
119 120 121 122 123 150 151 152 153 155 
156 157 158 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 
234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241   

Medium stands 
12 18 50 60 62 64 66 72 80 82 
84 86 154 A23 B23      

Heavy stands 
52 54 56 58 312      

Cargo stands 
307 308 309 310 311 313 314 315 316 317 
318          

 

 

 VDGS type and stands added as in real life. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro LFBO Flight Beam v1.01 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
C1 C2 C3 C4 K10 K20 K30 V22 V121  

Medium stands 
A10 A12 A13 A14 A15 A20 A22 A23 A24 A25 
E10 E20 E30 E40 E42 E50 E54 E60 E62 F10 
F20 F30 F40 F50 F60 L2 L4 L5 L7 L8 
P2 P3 P5 Q1 Q2 Q4 Q6 U10 U12 U20 

U22 U30 U32 U40 U42 V10 V12 V50 Z81 Z82 
Z91 Z92 Z101 Z102       

Heavy stands 
A120 M10 M20 M100 M110 M130 P4 P8 P9 U11 
U21 U31 U41 V90 V120 Z30 Z70 Z90 Z130 Z140 
Z150          

Extra stands 
1 128 P7 S1 S2 Z180     

Cargo stands 
0 B11 B31 B41 D10 D12 D21 D23 D51  

 

 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 
aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 

 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro LFSB FSdreamteam v1.30 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
12A 14A 16A 28A 32A 36     

Medium stands 
1 2 3 4 6A 9A 11A 17 20 22 

24 26 29 30A 34 35 37A 38A 39 39A 
40 41 42 43 44 45     

Heavy stands 
5          

Cargo stands 
F1 F2 F3 F4 F4A F5 F6 F8 F9 F10 
F11 F21 F22        

 

 

 Fictional VDGS. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 

 



 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro LPPR MK Studios v1.10 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
20 21 22 23 24 25 38 50 52 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66     

Medium stands 
10 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 40 
41 42 43 54 56      

Heavy stands 
11 12 53        

Cargo stands 
1 2 3 4 57 70 73    

 

 

 Real life VDGS. 
 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 

aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 
 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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Cartayna Files for FSDT-GSX Pro LSZH v2 FSDreamTeam v1.50 for MSFS2020 

Small stands 
A4 B36 E55 F72 F73 F74 F75 H81 H82 H85 

H86 H87 H88        
Medium stands 

A2 A3 A4B A5 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A13 
A15 A17 A42 A44 A49 A57 B31 B32 B33 B37 
B41 B45 C50 C51 C52 D1 D3 E26 E33 E36 
E37 E44 E45 E49 E50 E54 E58 E62 E64 G1 
G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G11 G12 G13 G14 I1 
I2 I3 I4 I5 P31 P32 P33 P34 P35 P36 

P37 T46 T52        
Heavy stands 

B38 B39 C55 C57 C59 D4 D7 D10 D13 D16 
E19 E20 E23 E27 E32 E42 E43 E46 E53 E56 
E57 T53 T55        

Extra stands 
E67          

 

 

 We strongly recommend repositioning the aircraft on the stand at startup, using the GSX menu (reposition 
aircraft option), to achieve a correct fit. All positions except general aviation have been adjusted. 

 Remember to disable the default scenario in case you have third-party scenarios installed to avoid conflict. 
 In some scenarios there are fixed (BGL) jetways that are obviously unable to move. Those are scenery 

limitations, not errors of the Cartayna file. On such cases where jetways are not operative (such as BGL) AND 
there is a near door to disembark by foot, the disembarkation option by defect chosen by Cartayna Files is set 
to be by foot (no jetway). 

 Stands classified as 'Cargo' have the passenger bus option deactivated and the loading belts are set to 'cargo'. 
 VDGS or Marshaller are added to all stands that can accept it, unless they already exists in original scenery. 
 All pushbacks are referenced to current charts, showing nose facing and taxiway where it stops. 
 Multiple, complex and long pushbacks available depending on the chosen stand. 
 Pushbacks longer than standard, or more complex than usual, are marked as LONG in the GSX menu. 
 Sometimes Left or Right pushback is not available, thus only one pushback is offered. (As in real life). 
 Thanks for the purchase of this file which helps us in the long hours of development of our products. You’re 

helping for future Cartayna Files packs to be released. 
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